
True Experiments and Natural Experiments



Today’s Plan

• Natural Experiments
• Examples of experiments in IR



Natural Experiments

• When Nature does the randomization for you.
• “as-if” randomization

• Example: Effect of your freshman roommate’s SAT score on your 
academic performance
• With respect to academic ability, first-year roommates are “as-if” 

randomly assigned
• i.e. Roommate assignment is unrelated to SAT scores.



Randomizing Anti-Corruption

• Benjamin Olken
• Randomized experiment with anti-corruption measures in India

• The setup: 600 village road projects.  4 group design with actual random 
assignment.
• Group 1: Control group. 4% chance of government audit of the project.
• Group 2: 100% change of government audit
• Group 3: Accountability meetings
• Group 4: Accountability meetings + anonymous comment forms
• DV measure: Independent engineer’s cost estimates compared to reported 

expenditures
• Results: Audits decrease materials theft, but increases cronyism; meetings 

decrease wage theft, and comment forms amplify that effect



Chewas vs. Tumbukas

• Dan Posner: The Political Salience of Cultural Difference
• What explains why ethnicity is politically relevant in some contexts in not in 

others?
• The As-If randomization: British South African Company divides Malawi from 

Zambia in 1891.
• Treatment: Malawi, Chewas and Tumbukas are both large groups (treatment); 

in Zambia, they are both small groups (control)
• Outcome: In Malawi, Chewas and Tumbukas are political rivals in ethnic 

political competition; in Zambia they are not.
• Causal Mechanism: Large ethnic groups are viable bases for ethnicity-based 

political mobilization.  Small ethnic groups are not.  



(Almost) Random Election Monitors

• Susan Hyde: The Observer Effect in International Politics
• Do election monitors deter day-of election fraud?
• 2003 Armenian election, widespread fraud occurs, and the OECD has 

monitors in the field
• As-If randomization: OECD selects polling stations for each team to maximize 

country coverage and urban/rural
• DV = vote share for Kocharian (incumbant)
• Results: Kocharian wins by much larger margin at polling stations without 

observers.



Random(!) Acts of Violence in Chechnya

• Jason Lyall, Yale
• What are the effects of indiscriminate violence on insurgency?

• The As-If randomization:
• Drunk Russian soldiers lobbing mortar shells in all directions
• Not true randomization, but all villages in range of the post have a roughly 

equal chance of being hit
• The result:

• Shelled villages have 24% fewer attacks against subsequent Russian 
patrols

• Indiscriminate violence = effective counterinsurgency



Randomizing things you thought we couldn’t...

• Leonard Wantchekon
• Clientalism and Voting Behavior: Evidence from a field experiment in Benin

• Are clientalist appeals more effective than policy-based appeals?



Group Work

• Groups of 2-3, 1 paper per group. Put each student name on the paper.
• My theory is that, for families in Haiti, having a parent migrate to the US increases educational 

attainment by the children left back home.
• IV = Parent migrated to US or not (dummy variable)
• DV = Years of schooling completed by child 

1. Describe (in 1-3 sentences) a causal mechanism that would cause a positive effect of parental 
migration on child educational attainment.

2. Describe (in 1-3 sentences) a causal mechanism that would cause a negative effect of parental 
migration on child educational attainment.

3. Name at least two extraneous variables that might confound our results if we used a cross-sectional 
design with observational data:

a) One must be observable and measurable
b) One must be unobservable

4. Imagine we were able to run a true experiment with 2 years between treatment and post-test. 
1. How would we draw our sample and assign our groups? 
2. What is the treatment condition and what is the control condition?  
3. Discuss the possibility for selection bias, differential attrition, and endogenous change.

5. Can you think of any as-if randomization we might exploit to approximate a randomized control trial?
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